APPROVAL OF FEBRUARY MINUTES:

Rewards and Recognition Discussion. The committee met prior to Campus Council and was putting forward 19 names to the College Committee. Alka, Ruth, Kevin and Maggie served on this ad hoc committee.

Updates from Senate

Provost Search was discussed. How would Campus Council present the Councils evaluation of the candidates. A campus poll would be set up by Kirstin Riddick and Matt Fox. The results of the poll would be shared with the search committee. Campus council discussed the strengths and weaknesses of each candidate directly after each interview. Kirstin Riddick kept notes to summarize.

College restructuring was discussed. A statement to be sent to the other Forum Councils was made and would be further crafted by Jack Lechelt for how Forum Councils may help facilitate campus involvement in providing valuable insights into restructuring. Maggie sent the statement to the other councils, and would bring the Alexandria suggestion to the April College Senate meeting.

Elections for the new council were discussed.